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David Munch, M.D., a practitioner at Lean Healtcare often reminds that every problem has a simple solution, which can also be the wrong solution. Lean Healthcare is a testament to the problem-solving strategy often referred to as A3 problem solving. A3 problem-solving methods have long been used as
tools in Lean Six Sigma projects and have proven to be effective. Methods help companies or hospitals solve problems with the development of the process. The methodology for solving A3 problems forces us to understand the problem before we solve this problem. By analysing and collecting data,
developing A3 problem-solving methods gives a clear picture of the root cause of the problem. Here are 7 steps to apply A3 problem solving in hospitals: 1. Reference problems At this stage, you will do a study to select a specific problem. Once you've identified what issues you're trying to address, and
explain what impact the business has on customers, processes, finances, new products, and so on. 2. Statement of the problem when making a statement about the problem, you should explain the problem in more detail and concrete. This includes the size of the problem, where it occurs, when and what
impact the problem will have. In the statement of the problem you are doing, you have to bring the problem more alive or in other words create a sense of crisis for the company. 3. Statement of purpose At this stage determine what you want to achieve by launching an initiative to address the problems of
A3. Display for the goals you want to achieve and then set a timeline to solve the problem. READ ALSO: Amazon has six secrets to successful supply chain management4. Root Cause Analysis This RCA method will help you find the root cause of the problem with 3 types of techniques that you can use,
namely 5 wyhs technique, cause and effect chart or DMAIC. 5. Countermeasures using RCA methods, you will be able to draw up a detailed plan that explains who will deploy a potential solution to the problem solution. 6. Confirm the effect after implementing an existing potential solution and then
determine if the outcome shows that solving the problem is effective in achieving your goals. 7. Follow up on achieving the results you want to make improvements to the infrastructure to preserve the benefits you already get from solving issues such as standards, audits, and reviews. Make sure you
explain and share what you find in addressing existing issues for all sides of the organization. Which is called in Japanese Process A3 is a way to look with new eyes at a specific problem identified through direct observation or experience. It offers a structure that starts with always defining the issue
through the eyes of the client. In A3 Health Problem Solution, Cindy Jimmerson explains an important tool borrowed from Toyota's production system, which is a continuation of the work identified with the known value flow map. It offers an easy-to-learn problem-solving method that can be used in all
aspects of health care to identify, understand and improve processes that do not support workers in doing their good work. In this compelling book you get: Experience of a recognized industry expert in Lean Principles practical, easy-to-use work book Concepts illustrated with numerous A3s at various
stages of development Explaining how to expand vsM philosophy to a more focused perspective of the Extensive Study of A3 problem-solving tool in health-solving- the first book to do so Through case studies and actual A3s, this book illustrates the simplicity and completeness of the A3 tool and its
application to the work of the FEATURE - Problem solving is a fundamental part of being a leader, which is what led this medical school in the United States to incorporate A3 thinking into its curriculum. Words: Dr. Jack Billy, Medical Director, Joint Quality Initiatives at the University of Michigan Health
System Whether they will have decision-making powers in their future organizations, our medical students will be required to practice leadership skills throughout their careers. At the University of Michigan Medical School, we believe that one of the most important skills they can develop is the ability to
solve problems and train others to do the same. That's the reason that for more than a decade, we've been launching a monthly elective rotation for students who are about to get a medical degree. Rotation - which is called Doctors as Leaders and Problem Solvers - is taken just over 1/10 of the medical
school class. Every month we work with one to three students. The program begins by selecting a problem they want to work on and then enrolling in an A3 program. For a month, they use the A3 model to study the problem in the gemba, look for its root causes and identify possible countermeasures,
which they then offer problem owners in the form of recommendations. Much like a story and a physical doctor performs on a patient who is hospitalized (who initiates the problem-solving process and recommends course action), A3-based work students are limited to analyzing the problem and
suggesting possible (offer A3). Another activity in this elective rotation is participation in leadership and seeing behind the scenes how the health care system works. Even though they usually find such environments to be quite challenging, I try to encourage them to think about what the problem
management team is talking about, who owns the problem, what are the root causes, how they're going to control the problem, and so on. Dissecting what happens in this meeting using their problem-solving skills can be a very useful exercise. We touch the base with students several times during the
rotation. Sometimes they join intensive training through one of our courses - either a two-day or five-day lean-thinking course. When they don't, I usually do short one-on-one A3 training for them. As Porter and Sanderson do in management to learn, I also have an official registration (catchball) meeting
with each of them once a week to see what they have learned so far and if they have a plan for what to do next. At the last rotation session, in the fourth week, students present their findings. To do this, we use the traditional A3 etiquette: everyone gets a copy, they submit their A3 offer within 15 minutes,
and then we practice a modest request. The problems our students choose vary greatly. They range from internal problems in our medical school program to identifying septic patients as they enter the ER, from determining whether patients with liver failure want aggressive treatment or palliative care
once they are admitted to how to properly use a new heart attack test. Our goal is not to let students actually solve this problem, but to give them a deeper impact in analyzing the problem. However, many countermeasures are eventually implemented. To complete the analysis, students always work with
problem owners. As a result, the countermeasures they offer are often naturally woven into the real work of improvement. Other times, things happen and we don't even know. A few years ago one of the students going through our rotation looked at the causes of hip fractures fixed by our orthopedic
surgeons. His analysis showed that the biggest risk factor among these patients had been a fracture earlier, but did not receive any treatment for osteoporosis (bone weakening), which led to this previous fracture. He embedded this information in his A3 and proposed the creation of a clinic to treat
patients with fractures with previously untreated osteoporosis. He gave his work to one of the orthopedic surgeons. We've never heard anything about it... until a couple of years later, when an orthopedic surgeon told me that the department followed the recommendations of A3 and set up a fragility
fracture clinic that had seen 4,000 patients in the previous year. We've had a few examples impact, and it's great to see how much A3's work contributes to the problems and revitalizing our people. THE ENHANCING MEDICAL EDUCATION Rotation is part of our efforts to address the scientific challenges
of becoming a large part of the education that our medical students receive. To further develop on this, our team has committed to lean trainers to support medical education rather than just providing service function. We have also identified two faculty communication roles - one for medical school and
one for residences - responsible for incorporating quality quality training into curricula. Things are changing. Ten years ago, only a handful of students received A3 training at the University of Michigan Medical School, while now they are all exposed to lean thinking. Over the past five years, the entire first
year of medical school class has been a two-hour A3 exercise - which includes a 30-minute lecture and then 90 minutes of work in small groups on the A3 analysis of an example of a crowded emergency room. This session now includes dental and nursing students, so we will gain experience solving
problems in various disciplines. And this year, for the first time, all second- and third-grade students will also participate in A3 sessions, using real work problems. Changing the curriculum is a carefully regulated process for the medical school. Part of what expanded A3 adoption was the fact that the
University of Michigan was one of 11 medical schools selected for a curriculum reorganization program sponsored by the American Medical Association called Accelerating Changes in Medical Education. This has led to constant efforts at our school to figure out what and how we should teach students.
All the lean seeds we have sown over the years have prompted curriculum managers to include scientific solutions to improve the quality of teaching and patient safety. When they made the decision, our A3-training model was ready for their use. We feel responsible for the ability of our students to solve
problems for the rest of their careers, even if they have just spent a month with us. Talk about the messianic complex that comes with a skinny mindset! For a profile on Dr. Billy, click here. AUTHOR Dr. Billy serves as Professor of Internal Medicine and Medical Sciences Training (School of Medicine),
Health Management and Policy (Public Health), and Integrated Systems and Design (Engineering) at the University of Michigan. For the past 13 years, he has led the Michigan System of Quality (MHS), the Business Strategy of the University of Michigan Health System (UMHS), to help transform clinical
and administrative operations by developing and deploying scientific problem-solving and coaching at all levels.  Levels.  a3 problem solving for healthcare pdf. a3 problem solving for healthcare a practical method for eliminating waste. why a3 problem solving. a3 root cause problem solving. how to do a3
problem solving
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